where ∈ 1 ( , ) and ∈ R + . Notice that this definition for fractional integral operator had been a valuable cornerstone in fractional calculus subject and had led to the left RiemannLiouville fractional derivative, defined by
where [1] .
An alternative and novel definition of fractional derivative was introduced by Caputo in 1967, given by It is well-known that there is still a lack of geometric and physical interpretation of fractional integration and differentiation. However, the fractional derivatives have been 2 Discrete Dynamics in Nature and Society proved to be a powerful technique for solving integral and differential equations resulting from several physical models. For instance, linear viscoelasticity is the field of the most applications of fractional calculus since it models hereditary phenomena with long memory. In fact, we may refer to other applications like finance, stochastic processes, signal processing, automatic control, electromagnetic theory, elasticity, diffusion and advection phenomena, and so on as applications of fractional calculus (the reader is referred to the survey paper [2] ).
In this special issue, we focus on the recent theoretical and numerical studies on fractional ordinary differential equations, fractional partial differential equations, fractional stochastic differential equations, fractional delay differential equations, fractional difference equations, and fractional difference dynamical systems. We hope that the papers of this special issue will enrich our readers and stimulate researchers to extend, generalize, and apply the established results.
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